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Darby Lane and Russell Gunn have been inseparable buddies from their early years within the
Horseshoe, their fantastic Baton Rouge local in their youth. yet after graduate school, a sad
twist of fate takes Russ's lifestyles --- and Darby's global is shattered. Her lengthy Hey, Good
Looking trip to therapeutic brings her towards Russ's brother Ben, whom she starts off to work
out via new eyes. all at once love blooms within the position of grief; and now, Hey, Good
Looking with assistance from the 3 wily and colourful aunts who raised her, Darby faces the
problem of reuniting Ben together with his estranged father --- if she and her aunts can get in
the course of the conniving schemes of Ben's social climber stepmother. Bit by way of bit, Darby
discovers that loss can construct new lifestyles --- and love can triumph over anything.
I’ve been facing a bit undesirable good fortune in examining books that i actually like, so i
assumed I’d locate whatever i love with my first Fern Michaels book. (This is not less than her
eleventh publication as there are ten different books pointed out as written via her within the
book.) i do know she’s a well-liked writer and I’m watching for whatever alongside the traces of
Danielle metal (whose books i love whilst i used to be examining them years ago) and Nora
Roberts (whose books I’ve been interpreting quite a lot in recent times and continually enjoy.)
I’m no longer looking forward to nice literature Hey, Good Looking – only a fun, well-written
story.Boy, was once I fallacious – the booklet is simply jam-packed with nonsense.Darby
Lane’s ally within the complete world, Russell Gunn, has simply been killed in a sad automobile
accident. Darby was once in Scotland on the time of the coincidence and Russell’s evil
stepmother had the funeral as speedy as she could, so Darby wasn’t in a position to go back
domestic to Baton Rouge to wait the funeral.Darby was once named the executrix of Russell’s
property after they graduated from university ten years past and one of many issues that she
was once steered as a part of his ultimate needs was once that he no longer be an organ donor.
She was once additionally named as his sole beneficiary. Darby is livid that this has occurred –
as are her aunts (who basically raised her and Russell and his brother, Ben, and sister, Mary.)
Ben is disappointed as well.Russell have been courting a woman, Claire – we don't have any
thought how she feels approximately all this and apparently, Russell did not anything to alter his
may even although he had bought a diamond ring and used to be approximately to suggest
marriage to Claire. Even better, his dates with Claire have been frequently threesomes –
Russell, Claire and Darby. That needed to be enjoyable for her. Claire is taken care of well, yet
regardless of being the lady Russell used to be approximately to marry is simply dumped Hey,
Good Looking as a character. i'd Hey, Good Looking count on this individual to play a way more
widespread position in avenging the injustice of his organs being donated. And, i'd have
anticipated a man who wrote a will at age 22, to have rewritten the need 10-years later to call
his soon-to-be fiancé as no less than the beneficiary of his will.Donating Russell’s organs has
given the evil stepmother, Bella Gunn, what she has sought after for twenty years in Baton
Rouge – attractiveness through the “high” society ladies of the town. (Well, other than of
course, Darby’s 3 aunts.) Her husband, Marcus (Russell, Ben and Mary’s father), is bed-ridden
after agony strokes and middle attacks. He has 24-hour nurse care and is stored strongly
medicated – together with meds that hold him incoherent lots of the time.Ben Gunn, whereas

unhappy on the lack of his brother, is delighted on the chance to connect with Darby. You see,
even though Darby and Russell spent pretty well each day in their lives seeing one another
(they either went to an analogous collage and lived a pair blocks from each one other), they
weren’t in love. No, Ben, who had minimum interplay with Darby used to be in love with her. Of
course, Darby, Hey, Good Looking who spent no time with Ben, used to be secretly in love with
Ben as well. Isn’t that simply . . . stupid?Then there are Darby’s 3 aunts – Dippy, Divey and
Dopey. Okay, these aren’t their names – they’re Dodo, Ducky and Diddy. (Yes, these are the
names the aunts use – even supposing they aren’t the given names.) They every one personal
a house at the ancient Horseshoe in Baton Rouge. the 2 different houses are owned through
the Gunn family, yet have sat primarily deserted for the reason that Marcus dumped Diddy (I
imagine it was once Diddy – with dumb names it simply doesn’t subject who’s who) to married
Bella. these homes, even though in significant disrepair, are meant for Russell and Ben upon
their father’s death. (Apparently, the loss of life of Russell is making “his” residence Darby’s –
although the owner, Marcus, hasn’t died and handed the house onto Russell.) Mary looks left
homeless.Tragedy has struck considering Bella has won recognition by means of the “Rougies”
(the Baton Rouge society women) – she has been granted a provisional development license.
Now, although those are ancient homes, Bella has a wrecking ball and different building
apparatus covered up at the ‘Shoe, able to “accidently” knock the houses down. (The
provisional license doesn’t permit destruction and she or he has acknowledged she is simply
doing alterations to the inner and that the exteriors will stay the same.) the 3 aunts get a hold of
a plan to prevent Bella which consists of hiring a personal detective to discover airborne dirt and
dust on Bella (which not anyone has been capable or troubled to discover for 20 years) and
kidnapping Marcus Gunn. (It’s a very undesirable plan, too.)I by no means idea I’d say this a
few repeat best-selling author, yet this booklet is horrid. i can't think she acquired somebody to
even submit it. And, worse, if this is often in any respect just like her different books, I can’t
think she has a freelance to write down any books, not to mention has made any top vendor
list.Oh yeah, and there have been various typos within the publication -- lacking closed quotes,
etc. undesirable book, undesirable editing.
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